
AI a Practical 
Approach
Generate value through algorithms

ONLINE COURSE



R14,999.00

Two-part payment plan



We offer a two-part payment plan. Pay 50% deposit to secure 
your spot and the balance within 30 days from the programme 
start date.



Three-month debit order option



The debit order* payment option gives you the flexibility of 
paying off your course over three months, interest free. Contact 
us for more details.



*	The debit order payment option is only available to users holding South African  
   bank accounts.

Generate value 
through algorithms
The AI a Practical Approach online 
programme aims to demystify AI by enabling 
you to diagnose, implement, measure and 
build AI for personal and organisational 
impact.  You will learn how to use AI as a 
critical lever to improve your individual and 
organisational competitiveness.

REGISTER ONLINE

This programme will develop your understanding of what AI is and 
how it works, no matter how much experience you have of  
technology or your level within an organisation. 



What will I learn?

At the end of this programme, you will be 
better equipped to:

Identify what AI is and what it is not - explore the AI 
landscape



Analyse why AI matters - investigate the creation of AI value



Develop an in-depth understanding of AI and data 
interaction - the role of data and analytics

Identify, compose and apply the development of an AI 
business case



Evaluate the success of AI projects



Build an AI-powered chatbot



How will I learn?
The online programme runs over seven 
weeks - one week for orientation and 
onboarding, followed by six weeks for 
delivering the programme material and 
application assignments.

All the content is delivered on the GIBS Online campus - an 
interactive learning platform facilitating your virtual learning 
environment. You will follow a structured path through the 
programme, guided by expert faculty alongside your fellow 
participants, while engaging with diverse learning activities when 
and where it suits you.

Case studies

Learn from others' experiences through 
relevant examples and case studies 
throughout the programme. 

Engage with

expert

Interactive

learning

Engage with experienced GIBS faculty and 
experts in a variety of formats, from video 
presentations to discussion forums and 
webinars. These sessions provide you with the 
opportunity to engage with information 
presented by the faculty themselves.

Learning activities include videos, interactive 
content material, quizzes and polls, supported by 
downloadable module notes and tools you can 
immediately use in your work environment.

Application

Networking

Apply what you have learned in the real 
world by completing application 

assignments relevant to your context, 
using tools and templates to assist you. 

Expert and peer engagements on the forums, 
webinars and chats give you the opportunity 
to interact in real time and build valuable 
networks. 



Course breakdown

01 DEMYSTIFYING AI

00 ORIENTATION

07 ASSESSMENT

02 AI IN ACTION

04 AI Companies and the Business Case for AI

05 Measuring AI Success: Metrics that Matter

06 Chatbot and Business Case

The Orientation Module introduces you to the GIBS Online campus, onboards you to 
the programme and initiates your engagement with the GIBS expert faculty and fellow 
participants. You have the opportunity to familiarise yourself with the programme 
details, how to approach online learning and the kinds of activities you will encounter 
during the programme.

AI companies and building compelling business cases within organisations

• Identify and evaluate AI companies

• Compose an AI business case

• Apply AI principles within your organisation

Evaluating the value of AI within an organisation

• Evaluate how AI creates value

• Apply value metrics within your context

Chatbot application assignment

• Design, develop and deploy an AI-powered chatbot

• Conceptualise an AI project & develop the business case for the chatbot 

What AI is and why AI, data and analytics matter - creating AI value 

• What AI is and what it is not

• Why AI matters

• The role of data and analytics

How AI is being used and why

• Integrate AI, data and analytics - co-existence is fundamental to implementing AI 

• Identify how AI is being leveraged

• Identify the value of AI

Throughout the programme you will have opportunities to test your knowledge, 
practise application, evaluate your understanding, reflect on your insights and track 
your improvement with both graded and ungraded assessments. Module assessments 
include reflective polls and discussions, multiple-choice quizzes, written assignments 
and case study applications. You will receive feedback and can discuss ways to improve 
with GIBS faculty and your peers. During the final module you will apply what you have 
learned by developing your own AI-powered chatbot and composing an AI project 
business case as a final assignment.

03 AI IMPACT WITHIN ORGANISATIONS AND ACROSS SECTORS

The impact of AI on organisations, in organisations and across sectors

• Analyse the impact of AI

• Analyse AI at a sectoral level

• Analyse AI at the organisational level



The programme 
content is 
carefully crafted 
and driven by the 
best minds in the 
business -

the GIBS faculty.

Dr Manoj Chiba has over 20 years of experience in the field of Data and Data Analytics, 
and over 10 years hands-on experience as a Data Scientist. He built his first image 
recognition algorithm in 1998. Over and above this technical understanding, Dr Chiba 
has more than 12 years of senior management experience across a variety of sectors. 
This valuable combination of business and technical experience allows him to provide 
tangible understanding of the critical components that impact business, supported by 
sound conceptual and academic rigor. 



Dr Chiba consults widely across the African continent, Middle East and United Kingdom 
on strategic technology initiatives, specifically those related to data, data science and AI.

Dr Manoj Chiba



Requirements

On completion of the 
programme, you will be 
issued with a certificate 
from the Gordon Institute of 
Business Science:

Certificate of Merit

Passing grade of 80% or above for the programme



Certificate of Completion

Passing grade of 50% to 79% for the programme



Certificate of Attendance

Attempted at least 75% of the programme work

• Access to a computer, laptop, tablet or smartphone

• Stable internet connection

• Matric (Grade 12 or equivalent) 

• Fluent in English (Matric level or A level)

• Some relevant work experience

• Basic computer and internet skills



Please contact us if you have any concerns or queries 
about these requirements.

CONTACT US

At GIBS Online, we pride ourselves in effective and productive participant support 
throughout the delivery of the online programme. The academic support team is a 
team of online Programme Coordinators who are there to guide you on your learning 
journey, providing both technical and administrative support. Each programme has a 
dedicated Programme Coordinator, ready and able to assist you with:



• Technical and administrative queries

• Regular mailers to ensure you remain informed and on track

• Guidance to ensure effective navigation of the GIBS Online learning platform



About GIBS
Founded in 2000, the University of Pretoria's Gordon Institute of Business 
Science (GIBS) is an internationally accredited business school, based in 
Johannesburg, South Africa's economic hub. As the business school for 
business, we focus on general management and aim to significantly improve 
responsible individual and organisational productivity and performance, in 
South Africa and in our broader African environment, through high quality 
business and management education.



In May 2020, the annual UK Financial Times Executive Education rankings, a 
global benchmark for providers of executive education, once again ranked GIBS 
as the top South African and African business school. This is the 17th year 
running that GIBS has been ranked among the top business schools worldwide. 
As one of the leading business schools in South Africa and Africa, we inspire 
exceptional performance.



 GIBS is accredited by the Association of MBAs (AMBA), the Association to 
Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB), the Council on Higher 
Education (CHE) and is a member of the South African Business Schools 
Association (SABSA), and the Association of African Business Schools (AABS). 
For more information, visit www.gibs.co.za



GIBS Business School

26 Melville Rd, Illovo, Johannesburg, 2196

Jody Basson
jody@masterstart.com

+27 (82) 468-7234

/   Founder - MasterStart


